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Gelatos, Gel Sticks & Stamps

Playing with color is a big part of the joy of stamping. Most of our stamped
creations are full of color. This color, of course, often comes from art mediums like ink, paint, colored pencils, chalk, pastels, crayons, powdered
pigments and more. Want to try another? This time we focus on Gelatos and
Gel Sticks, yet another way to add color to your stamping projects.
Faber-Castell’s Gelatos and Gel Sticks are water soluble gel pigment sticks of
creamy color. Sold in little 3" long plastic tubes that twist up like lip balm,
they can be used to create backgrounds, color stamped images or die-cut
pieces, or even to color on a stamp itself. Their design makes them very portable. Water-based, they can be blended with water and clean up with water,
but are permanent once dry. Gelatos are lightfast, while Gel Sticks are not.
They are a deceptively simple art medium; while you might first look at them
as no more involved than a crayon, you can actually use them in a surprising
number of satisfying ways. They are a lot of fun!

Learn More: Paper Wishes July 25, 2012 Weekly Webisode has a good introduction video to the Gelatos product.

Next: Stamp art made with Gelatos/Gel Sticks.
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Shona Erlenborn’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle), Ink (Tsukeneko: StazOn black, VersaMark), Gelatos, Water in
spray bottle, Embossing powder (Sparkle N Sprinkle:
Sparkle, Bull Frog, Spring Willow), Grass punch
(Fiskars), Dimensionals, Die-cut machine & Embossing folder (Darice: Cloud), Cardstock (white, blue),
Paper adhesive.

“Stamp tulips in black waterproof ink. Color with
Gelatos and spritz with water. When dry, cut out
and apply VersaMark over them. Heat emboss with
Sparkle embossing powder.”

“Cut out grass from white cardstock using grass punch.
Apply VersaMark over them and heat emboss with
Bullfrog and Spring Willow embossing powders.”

“Stamp saying in black ink. Run top of card through
die-cut machine in Cloud embossing folder. Layer to
blue cardstock and then to card base. Attach tulips and
grass with Dimensionals.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2" x 4 1/4"
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Gelatos vs Gel Sticks
You may be aware that there is a mini controversy about FaberCastell’s Gelatos and Gel Sticks. Put them side by side and they
look almost identical. Scribble them both on paper and you probably
won’t be able to tell the difference. Use them with water. Same thing.
But Gelatos cost quite a bit more than Gel Sticks and Faber-Castell
insists that there is a difference. What is it?
Gel Sticks are a product designed for kids, while Gelatos are
designed for craft use. Keep in mind that there are three general
levels or grades of many art mediums: scholar (kids), student and
artist. Scholar grade products for kids are typically lower in pigment,
so the colors tend to be less bold and don’t cover as well. They often
fade more quickly too. Products for artists tend to be much more
highly pigmented, while student grade products tend to be somewhere in the middle. Art mediums marketed for crafters can fall into
any of these rough categories, although I’d say most probably fit more
into student grade: pigmented enough to get good results, but with a
price that crafters tend to be more willing to pay than artist grade.
Page 5
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So how about Gelatos and Gel Sticks? Faber-Castell does not claim that
Gelatos’ pigmentation amounts are any different than that of their kids’
Gel Sticks. What they do say is that, “The product formulations are not the
same. The lightfast and permanence of [Gelatos] has been reformulated to best
serve paper crafters wanting to preserve their crafts. The Gelatos new expanded
range of twenty-eight [now thirty-six] mouth-watering colors offers the crafter
a full arsenal of creamy smooth colors. The Gelatos in Design Memory Craft
are a part of our Mix & Match line that makes it easier with pre-selected color
collections for the paper crafter (versus primary color sets). Gelatos are designed
to work with other mediums in the Mix & Match line and can be shopped
easily using our color dot system.”
So which should you buy? It depends. While some crafters online seem
to feel that Faber-Castell is trying to trick them into spending more
money for exactly the same thing, my feeling is that everything I’ve
seen has them being pretty upfront about the pigmentation of the two
products and the way they both work. So I don’t have any reason not to
believe that they changed something in their formula to make the Gelatos version lightfast and acid-free, product attributes that are not always
found in kids’ craft supplies, but that are desirable for crafters and especially scrapbookers. It makes sense.
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If I were using these for an heirloom project that I want to last for
years, as part of something I plan to sell, or for something that would
be displayed in a sunny spot, I think I would go for the Gelatos over
the Gel Sticks for peace of mind. If I’m just creating a card that I
don’t expect to be saved forever, then the Gel Sticks are probably fine.
However, I do agree with Faber-Castell that the colors in the Gelatos
line are probably more interesting to many crafters, while the Gel Sticks
lean more toward basic colors.
My rule for my own art medium purchases has always been to purchase
the highest quality that I can afford. Funds here at VSN being tight
lately, what I decided to do was purchase a set of Gel Sticks on sale.
Then I purchased a two-pack of metallic Gelatos to get a couple more
colors. (Both purchases were made mail order from Nona’s Designs. I’ll
watch for sales for future Gelatos purchases should I decide that I want
to expand my color choices.

Learn More: Lindsay Weirich did a “Review Gelatos vs Gel Sticks” on

her blog and YouTube where she opened up packages of Gelatos sent to
her by Faber-Castell on camera and compared their use and feel with the
Gel Sticks she had previously been using.
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What Comes in the Package
When you purchase Gelatos or Gel Sticks, the package will
usually include one or more extras. The set of twelve Gel Sticks
I purchased included a paintbrush. It was low quality with bent
bristles and so pretty much unusable, but I didn’t purchase the set
for the brush so I’m not complaining. Their other set of six metallic color Gel Sticks skips the brush.
The Gelatos packages are designed to appeal to stampers and
scrapbookers. To do that, they’ve added extras to most of the sets.
The small two-packs (one with black and white and the other
with gold and silver) are the only ones without any extras.
Most of the remaining colors are available in sets of four (such
as Red, Blue, Yellow, Green, Neutrals and Metallics sets) that
also each include an acrylic unmounted stamp and a paintbrush
(reportedly a bit better in quality than the Gel Stick set’s brush.)
Two newer sets of four (50’s Diner and Tropical) instead include a
sponge dabber and a stipple brush.
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The “Gelatos Gift Set” (a set of the original twenty-eight colors) adds
a waterbrush, two smudge (blending) sticks and two foam blenders. There is also a “Designing with Gelatos” set with ten Gelatos,
eight surfaces to create a swatch journal, a small tube of gesso, a
paintbrush, a stamp, a stencil, dropper, mist bottle and a printed
instruction guide.
Personally, like many stampers, I already have
these extra items (with the exception of the
instruction guide.) I would prefer to purchase
sets (or better yet, individual sticks) without
paying extra for things I really don’t need,
especially as similar extras come in just about
every set and you might want to purchase
several to build your collection. But if you
don’t already have these things and want to get
playing right away or want to give them as a
complete gift, I can see how they might appeal
to some purchasers.
Page 9
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Suitable Surfaces
Gelatos and Gel Sticks can be used on paper, canvas and fabric,
chipboard, unfinished wood and other porous surfaces. Their
color is pretty opaque when applied dry and so can even show
up nicely on dark papers or fabrics. (The white and metallic
colors are especially nice on dark surfaces.) But when blended
out and especially when thinned with water, the color becomes
translucent enough that you can see through it to the surface
below. So you could use it over things like stamped images,
hand lettering or preprinted paper.
When using it with water, try watercolor paper, as this surface
is designed to work well with watercolor. Canvas, ribbon and
chipboard shapes are other popular surfaces for this medium.

Prep With Gesso

When applied dry, Gelatos/Gel Sticks don’t move around very
easily on most surfaces. Typically the color will either stay
where you put it or only a ghost of color will move beyond the
original place where you colored. So often water is used for
blending, but that can dilute the color.
Page 10
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If you want to dry blend or use very little water, Faber-Castell
recommends prepping the surface first by painting it with a light
even coat of gesso. This might sound daunting, but it really is
neither difficult or all that time consuming.
Gesso is an opaque, usually acrylic and usually white, paint
found in the art paints section of craft stores. Use a flat foam
brush to apply an even coat of gesso over your surface. Allow to
dry or dry it with a heat tool.
This one extra step allows the Gelatos/Gel Sticks to move better
on surfaces when you blend them with fingers or a blending tool.
You could prep a few extra sheets to set aside for future projects.
If you want the blending advantages of a gessoed surface but
want to be able to see the original surface, look for clear gesso.
If you instead plan to blend wet, you can usually skip the gesso
step as water moves newly applied color.

Tip: Color stays put when dry, although you might want to coat
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it with a glaze medium or fixative spray to seal your finished
piece if your Gelatos/Gel Sticks application is very thick. Otherwise color can come off on fingers when it is handled.
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Learn More: In her “Faber Castell

Gelatos and Pitt Marker Tutorial” on
YouTube, Limor Webber demonstrates how much better Gelatos
move and blend on a gessoed
surface and how it also looks darker.

Color with Dark & Light Blue Gel Sticks

Learn More: In her

YouTube video, “Messing
Around with Faber Castell
Pitt Pens & Gelatos” Emily
similarly gessos tags
lightly first with a foam
brush. She points out
that you’ll be able to see
the brush strokes in your
finished piece.

Dry Blend on Matte Cardstock

Dry Blend on Gessoed Cardstock

Wet Blend on Matte Cardstock

Wet Blend on Gessoed Cardstock

Next: A page from one of
our Sponsors.
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Gelatos & Gel Stick Techniques

Gelatos and Gel Sticks can be used in a bunch of different ways. Because the two products
behave the same way when used, these techniques will work with either product. For this
eArticle, I used Gel Sticks in twelve colors plus gold and silver Gelatos.

Coloring on a Stamp
Many of the Gelatos sets come with a stamp, so you might expect that
they work especially well with stamps. You certainly can stamp with
them, but you need to remember that these are not stamping inks. If
you simply color on a stamp and then try to stamp the image, the result
won’t be that great. Depending on the humidity of your environment
and paper, only a little pigment is likely to transfer to the surface.
To get the pigment off the stamp and onto the paper, you need water.
There are several ways to do this. With water, it is possible to get quite
nice results similar to stamping with watercolor paint or using waterbased stamping ink with water. The image won’t be crisp, but will
instead be soft and a bit blurry. The amount of water used can impact
just how soft the image becomes.
Page 14
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Leaf: Life of the Party
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One way to use them is to color directly on the stamp with
one or more colors. Lightly mist the colored stamp with water
and then stamp the image on paper.

Leaf: Life of the Party
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If you’ve used a lot of water and you are worried that the
stamp might be too drippy to flip over and press onto paper,
lay the stamp face up on your work surface and press watercolor paper on top of it. Press gently over the back of the paper
(or use a clean brayer) to make sure you get a good impression.
Then remove the paper.
Notice that misting the stamp
directly with water creates a
very loose, watery image. Play
with the amount of water to
get different effects. If your
stamp is small and detailed,
you may find that you can
simply huff on the colored
stamp and then press it onto
the paper to create a nonblurry image.

VSN eArticle (www.vampstampnews.com)

Huff on small stamp. Text: smARTworks
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Unless you have a lot more
hot air than I do, you may
find that huffing on a larger
stamp will create an uneven
impression.
Instead, try misting the
stamp with water the way
you might apply perfume.
Spray a light mist of water
into the air using a fine spray
mister and then move the
stamp into the mist.

Leaf: Life of the Party

Then stamp. You should find
your image is less drippy and
watery than when you spray
the stamp directly.
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Leaf: Life of the Party

Another approach is to instead mist or
lightly wipe the stamp with water first
and then color on the wet stamp. This
is an interesting way to work because
the wet surface will cause the colors to
start blending on the stamp right away.
(Artwork)
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You might also try wetting the
paper surface, coloring directly
on the stamp and then pressing
the colored stamp onto the wet
surface. Depending on how wet
you’ve made the surface, the result
can be very blurry, with ink that
may move away from the stamped
image to other areas of the paper.
For some projects, this might be
an effect you like.

Learn More: In a note on

her “Review Gelatos vs Gel Sticks”
YouTube video, Lindsay Weirich
found that she likes dipping Gel
Sticks in water and then coloring
on the stamp.

Stamp on wet surface. Leaf: Live of the Party.

Stamps should clean up with regular stamp
cleaner. Gelatos/Gel Sticks pigment tends to
cling to them a bit more than watercolor ink, so
you may find letting the cleaner sit on the stamp
for a few minutes helpful.

Next: Stamp art made with Gelatos/Gel Sticks and
a page from one of our Sponsors.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Leaf - Life of The Party, Text smARTworks), Gel Sticks & Gelatos, Watercolor
paper (cold press), Cardstock (white, rust), Gesso,
Paintbrush (flat), Ink (Ranger: Archival Ink Tangerine), Sponge, Double-faced tape.

“As shown in previous pages, use a flat paintbrush
to dampen a piece of watercolor paper. Color red
and orange Gel Sticks onto leaf stamp. Press onto
damp paper. Clean stamp. Repeat with text
stamp using brown Gel Sticks. Allow to dry.”

“As shown in Mix With Mediums section, color
Gel Sticks and Gelatos randomly on white cardstock. Use gesso on a flat paintbrush to blend
out the color, creating a creamy background.
Allow to dry.”
“Use a sponge to lightly apply orange ink
around stamped layer. Use double-faced tape
to layer this layer onto colored background and
then onto rust top-folded card.”
Finished Size: 5" x 6 1/2"

Go to Contents

Coloring Stamped Images
Another way to use Gelatos and Gel Sticks is to use
them to color inside stamped images and/or to color
backgrounds. Depending on how you use them, the
effect can be very bold color or very subtle.
Gelatos/Gel Sticks are water-based. If you will be
blending them with water and don’t want stamped
lines to move, do any stamping using a waterproof
ink and use a heat-tool to make sure that the ink
is completely dry. I experimented with a variety
of stamping inks and found that most black inks,
whether water-based dye, pigment or solvent based
(StazOn) could be stamped successfully even over
thick applications of Gelatos/Gel Sticks. Lighter
color inks varied by ink and color.
Stamp first and then color. Alternatively, stamp and
heat emboss the image. Or color a background with
Gelatos/Gel Sticks and then stamp.
Page 21
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Stamp with StazOn ink. (Butterfly: Jim Stephan)

Use heat tool to be sure ink is completely dry.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Color in the stamped image with Gelatos/Gel
Sticks. Dry coloring can look a bit rough, much
like a wax crayon, but you can use a paper towel,
sponge, baby wipe or your finger to smooth and
dry blend colors. Again, remember that colors will
blend more easily dry on a gessoed surface as I’ve
used here.
Color image with Gel Stick. (Butterfly: Jim Stephan)

Blend and smooth color with cosmetic sponge. (Artwork)
Page 22
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Notice that I did not completely or carefully color
inside the butterfly’s lines. The coloring is a bit of
a mess, but with this medium, that is completely
OK. Once you smooth out the color, it is fine.
(This isn’t a medium for fine detail coloring. It’s
best for blended swaths of color.)
Because of the way color gets dragged around on
the paper, when working with Gelatos/Gel Sticks
and dry blending, I find it easier to stamp my
image on a small piece of paper, color and blend it
and then cut it out to layer onto the main card.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Or blend where you have colored with water, as I’ve done
here on watercolor paper. When thinned with water, even
thick applications of color become translucent enough that
you can still see the stamped image below it.
Gelatos/Gel Sticks are permanent once dry. While you
might get a little bit of rub off if you rub a damp finger
over a heavy application of color, for the most part, they
don’t move once dry, so blend them right away. (You
won’t be able to blend them more the next day.)
If your blending moves the color beyond image lines, you
may be able to wipe it away with a paper towel if you do
it right away. Or cut out the image and layer it onto your
project. If you heat emboss your image first, you may find
it easier to keep the color inside the raised lines when
blending with a waterbrush.

Color image with Gel Stick. (Butterfly: Jim Stephan)

Learn More: In her YouTube video, “How to Use Faber-

Castell Gelatos”, Darlene DeVries colors a heat embossed
image with Gelatos, blending colors.

Next: Stamp art made with Gelatos/Gel Sticks.
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Blend and smooth color with wet brush. (Artwork)
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Butterfly - Jim Stephan, Text - Stampendous), Cardstock (white, blue, black), Gesso,
Paintbrush (foam flat), Gel Sticks (blue, yellow, green),
Stencil (Printworks: Stripes), Wet paper towel, Sponge,
Ink (Tsukineko: StazOn Jet Black), Corner rounder,
Paper adhesive (Xyron).

“As shown on previous pages, use a foam brush to lightly
coat a small piece of cardstock with gesso. Use a heat
tool to dry. Color blue and yellow Gel Sticks over the
dry gesso. Use a sponge to smear and blend the color.
Briefly dry with heat too. Stamp butterfly over this in
black permanent ink. Cut out.”
“As shown in Stencil to Blend section, dry color green
Gel Sticks roughly over another piece of white cardstock. Cover with stencil. Use a damp paper towel
along openings to smooth out color only along stencil
lines. Remove stencil. Allow to dry. Stamp text on
this layer in black StazOn ink.”

“Round corners of stenciled piece and larger blue cardstock. Layer
stenciled piece onto blue and then black card. Layer butterfly onto top of card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2" x 6 1/2"
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Shona Erlenborn’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle), Cardstock
(white glossy, black), Ink (Tsukineko: StazOn black,
Versamark, Memento Lilac Posies), Gelatos, Waterbrush, Embossing powder & Glitter (Sparkle N
Sprinkle: Sparkle, Bahama Mama, Orchid Rose),
Tear-ific Tape (Sparkle N Sprinkle), Die-cut machine
& Embossing folder (Spellbinders: Grommet Tags),
Brads (white), Dimensionals, Paper adhesive.

“Stamp flowers in black StazOn ink on white glossy
cardstock. Color with Gelatos. Use a waterbrush
to blend. When dry, cover entire piece with VersaMark ink. Heat emboss with Sparkle embossing
powder. (This acts as a fixative on the glossy cardstock). Apply ¾" Tear-ific Tape around background,
remove protective backing and apply Orchid
Rose glitter.”

“Stamp sentiment on white glossy cardstock. Die-cut and emboss with Grommet Tags die. Sponge with Lilac Posies ink before removing die. Attach to card with white brads embossed with
Bahama Mama embossing powder. Attach to black card base. Stamp butterfly in black StazOn ink and color
using blue, purple and pink Gelatos, blending with a waterbrush. Apply VersaMark and heat emboss with Sparkle embossing powder and attach to card front with Dimensional.” Finished Size: 4 1/4" x 5 1/2"
Go to Contents

Quick Backgrounds
Using the same basic techniques we
used for coloring stamped images, you
can color a background using Gelatos/
Gel Sticks.

Color with Gel Sticks. Blend and smooth color with dry sponge.

Color with Gel Sticks. Blend and smooth color with wet brush.
Page 26
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Scribble colors over a gessoed piece
of paper and then dry blend using
a sponge, baby wipe, your finger or
other blending tool. Or scribble colors
over watercolor paper and use a wet
brush to smooth and blend colors.
Play around with layering color.
Because the color, especially when
used with water, is translucent, you
can layer it. The tip of the Gelatos/
Gel Stick is flat, so you are not going
to get the defined control of a marker
or pencil for shading, but you can still
layer a bit to get color variation.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Gelatos/Gel Sticks tend to slide around and
bead up when colored on glossy cardstock and
blended with water. As the water dries, some
puddle edges will become outlined with color.
While this makes coloring within a stamped
image challenging, it can lead to interesting and
Page 27
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unexpected background patterns. Here, washed
with water, it creates a rippled watery look.
However you do it, paper colored with Gelatos/
Gel Sticks can be left to air dry. (It dries fairly
quickly.) If you are in a hurry, use a heat tool.

Next: Stamp art made with Gelatos/Gel Sticks.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Fish - Evolving Images?,
Text - Snake Oil Sam), Gel Sticks, Ink (Stewart
Superior: India Ink Black, Ranger: Archival
- Emerald Green), Pigment marker (Ranger:
Adirondack - Pesto), Colored pencils (Prismacolor: yellows, oranges, greens), Paintbrush (flat
foam) & Water, Cardstock (white, white glossy,
blue), Scissors, Sharp craft knife, Foam tape,
Paper adhesive (Xyron).

“As shown in previous pages, color blue Gel Sticks
randomly over white glossy cardstock. Use wet
foam brush to blend and move color to create
background. Allow to dry.”

“Stamp fish on a piece of white cardstock in black.
Color with colored pencils. Cut out.”
“Stamp text on colored background in black.
Color inside letters with green pigment ink pen.
Run edges of layer along a green inkpad. Then
layer onto blue card. Use foam tape to layer fish
on top.”
Finished Size: 5 1/4" x 6 3/4"
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Stampers Anonymous, JudiKins),
Ink (Ranger: Distress - Peacock Feathers), Gelatos
(medium pink, blue, red, green), Cardstock (white),
Water, Paper adhesive.

“On two white cardstock scraps, rub the Gelatos
straight from the tube in a random fashion. With
a dampened fingertip, spread the colors to blend
them slightly.”

“Stamp the Eiffel Tower and a section of the butterfly
stamp on the larger of the two backgrounds. Stamp
the postage stamp on the smaller piece; cut out. Attach
the main image and the small square to white card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2" x 4 1/2"
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Rose - Kristal Clear Impressions, Text Unknown), Gel Sticks & Gelatos, Sponge, Paintbrush, Water,
Cardstock (pink textured, glossy white, white, black), Embossing powder (clear), Embossing ink (clear), Ink (green, Stewart
Superior: India Ink Black), Water in mist bottle, Corner rounder,
Paper adhesive.

“As shown in Coloring on Stamp section, color on rose stamp using
red and green Gel Sticks. Spray a mist of water into the air and
pass stamp face-up through the mist to dampen it slightly. Stamp
on textured pink cardstock. Allow to dry. Then round corners and
run edges along black inkpad. Stamp text over layer in black.”

“As shown on previous pages, color Gel Sticks and Gelatoes
randomly over white cardstock. Use sponge and then wet brush to
blend and move color to create background. Allow to dry.”

“Round corners of previously made green background. (Embossing ink sponged on white glossy cardstock and embossed with clear
powder. Then covered with green dry ink.) Layer rose onto this.
Round corners of colored background. Layer rose layers onto this
and then layer all onto black card.”
Finished Size: 6 3/4" x 5 1/8"
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Heat Embossed Resists

Color over
embossed
design. Dry
blend and then
wipe pigment
off embossing
with damp
towel.

Gelatos can be especially nice for background
resists. When used with a large background
stamp, the stamp provides the background
design and pattern and Gelatos/Gel Sticks can
provide added color.
Stamp and heat emboss a background image.
Dry color over it with Gelatos/Gel Sticks.
Blend the color with your fingers, a sponge or
other blending tool. The embossing will resist
the pigment; wipe it off the embossing with a
slightly damp paper towel or baby wipe.
Experiment with the amount of color you use.
You may find that you need a heavier hand
when coloring with the Gelatos/Gel Sticks so
that there is plenty of pigment to move around.
But if you want a softer more subtle look, you
may not want to go as heavy.
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Background:
Stampa Rosa
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Play around with the embossing color. Try embossing in
clear or white on white paper and coloring over it for a
classic batik resist look. Or go the other way and emboss
in a dark color like black, dark brown or navy blue and
then color over it with a lighter
shade of Gelatos/Gel Sticks.
Or try picking an embossing
ink and/or color that is very
similar to the Gelatos/Gel
Sticks color you are using for a
more subtle background look.
Left to Right: 1) Denim pigment ink/
Denim powder/light blue Gel Stick, 2)
VersaMark ink/clear powder/dark blue
Gel Stick, 3) VersaMark ink/Chinese
Red powder/peach Gel Stick, 4) Pink
pigment ink/clear powder/red Gel Stick,
5) Pink pigment ink/clear powder/
peach Gel Stick/Gold Gelatos.
Background: Stampa Rosa.

Next: Stamp art made with
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Barb Benson’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Stonehouse Stamps, Technique Tuesday,
Stamp Camp), Cardstock (lavender, white), Ink (watermark,
purple), Clear embossing powder. Gelatos (three colors),
Shimmer spray, Ribbon, Pop dots, Paper adhesive.

As shown on previous pages, “Stamp background image
on white cardstock with watermark ink and heat emboss
with clear embossing powder. Rub three Gelatos colors on
image randomly to cover image. Use finger to blend the
colors. Spray with shimmer spray and let dry. The background image will show through after drying.”

“Trim image. Stamp main image and sentiment in purple
ink on white cardstock; trim. Mount sentiment on lavender paper. Cut a 5 3/8" x 4 3/8" card from white cardstock.
Mount slightly smaller piece of lavender cardstock on top.”

“Tie a knot in ribbon, run around bottom of background
piece, and mount to the lavender cardstock. Attach image
with pop dots and sentiment with regular adhesive.”
Finished Size: 5 3/8" x 4 3/8"
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Stamp Out Cute, JudiKins), Inks
(Ranger: Distress - Peacock Feathers), Gelatos (blue,
green, yellow), Embossing fluid (clear), Embossing powder
(clear), Pop dots, Water in mini sprayer, Deckle scissors,
Paper Adhesive.

As shown on previous pages, “Stamp and heat emboss
the background stamp in clear on white cardstock. Rub
on the three Gelatos sticks in a random fashion. Lightly
spray the cardstock and move the colors around with
the fingertips.”

“When dry, gently rub the piece with a paper towel to
remove pigment from the embossed areas. Stamp the
butterfly image on a white scrap, deckle-cut the edges, and
attach to the background with pop dots. Glue this piece to
a white card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2" x 4 1/4"
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Add Water to Make Paint
Because they are water soluble, Gelatos/
Gel Sticks can be mixed with water to
create watercolor paint. When you only
need a small amount, try scribbling
color onto a craft sheet. Then use a wet
paintbrush or waterbrush to pick up the
color and paint it on your project. (If
you need a larger quantity, color heavily
on the inside bottom of a small plastic
cup and add a little water.)

Scribble on craft mat with Gel Sticks. Pick up pigment with wet paintbrush.

You can also touch a wet paintbrush to
the tip of Gelatos/Gel Sticks to pick up
color and then paint on your surface.
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Stamp: Time To Stamp

You might use the paint to color in an
image that is heat embossed or stamped
with permanent ink. Or you might use
it to paint color onto a background.

Or pick up color directly from Gel Stick. Paint image stamped with StazOn ink.
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Instead of a paintbrush, try a
sponge! Again, scribble color onto
a craft sheet. Then pick up the
color with a slightly damp sponge.
Pat the color onto your surface.
Try this on glossy cardstock,
matte cardstock or watercolor
paper for subtly different looks.
Play around with making the
Scribble on craft mat with Gel Sticks. Pick up pigment with damp sponge. Pat on paper. sponge wetter or drier.
Don’t have a color you need?
Scribble one color onto the craft
sheet and another over it or next
to it. Then mix with a wet paintbrush or sponge as I’ve done here
to turn yellow and red Gel Sticks
into a rusty orange.

Next: Stamp art made with GelaScribble two colors of Gel Stick on craft mat. Blend with wet brush to get new color.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Woman - Time To Stamp,
Text - Rubber Stampede), Gel Sticks, Watercolor paper, Paintbrush, Water, Ink (Tsukineko:
StazOn black, blue), Cardstock (white,
blue, yellow, Sponge, Pigment ink marker
(Ranger: Adirondack), Pitt Artist pen (black),
Paper Adhesive.

“As shown on previous pages, make background
by sponging blue and a little bit of red Gel
Sticks onto white cardstock; allow to dry. Then
stamp text on background in blue. Outline
with black pen and color in with yellow
pigment marker. Use sponge to darken edges
with blue Gel Stick.”

“Stamp woman on watercolor paper in permanent black ink; dry with heat tool. Scribble
Gel Sticks on craft mat. Use wet paintbrush to
color image using Gel Sticks.”

“Layer painted piece onto sponged background.
Layer all onto blue and then yellow card.”
Finished Size: 4 3/4" x 5 1/2"

Go to Contents

Shona Erlenborn’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle), Gelatos, Watercolor paper,
Water in spray bottle, Waterbrush, Die-cut machine & embossing folder (Cuttlebug), Sand paper, Ink (Memento London
Fog, Tsukineko: VersaMark), Embossing powder (Sparkle
N Sprinkle: Vintage, Detail Black), Heat tool, Liquid Pearls
(Ranger), Cardstock (corrugated black, Kraft), Raffia, Dimensions,
Paper Adhesive.

“Make background by coloring with Gelatos (purple, blue, green and
yellow) on Watercolor Paper, spritz with water and blend colors
using a waterbrush.”
“When dry, run through Bird Call embossing folder. Sand off color
from raised pattern. Run London Fog ink directly over scene.
Apply gold Gelato to edges and rub in with finger. Apply Vintage
embossing powder directly to gold Gelato and heat emboss. Add
stitches with Liquid Pearls.”

“Stamp saying in VersaMark ink on another piece ; heat emboss in
Detail Black powder. Rub on yellow and green Gelatos; cut out.
Rub purple gelato around edges of corrugated black. Layer scene to
black and tie some raffia around bottom, placing sentiment on top
with dimensionals. Layer to Kraft card base.”
Finished Size: 5 ½” x 4 ¼”
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Add Water to Create a Spray
Or how about making a custom spray? This
is almost the same as creating paint except
that you need to get the Gelatos/Gel Sticks
and water mixture into a spray bottle, so
scribbling it onto a craft sheet won’t do
the trick.
To create a spray, scribble Gelatos/Gel Sticks
on the bottom of a plastic container. Or
use a sharp craft knife to scrape off a bit of
the pigment.
Add water and mix with paint brush to make
a paint. (If you are making more mist than
you’ll use in a single art session, use distilled
or filtered water.) Use it as a paint with a
brush or pour it into small mist bottle.
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Rub pigment
onto container
bottom or scrap
into container. Add
water and then stir.
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Sprays can be used in a lot of ways. You might
mist over paper, canvas or other fabric to create
a background. Or stamp and emboss in clear
powder and ink. Then spray with Gelatos mist.
Wipe the excess color off the embossed surface
with paper towel.

Learn More: Tiffany Johnson’s “Techniques with

Gelatos” is definitely worth a watch if you are
interested in playing with Gelatos/Gel Sticks.
Tiffany suggests spraying a fabric ribbon with
Gelatos mist. Or color directly on it and then mist
with water and dry with heat tool.

Pour into spray mister bottle.

Learn More: On Birgit’s Daily Bytes: “How to

Make Your Own Alcohol Inks, Shimmer Mists, Mod
Podge and More”, Birgit describes how to create a
spray by mixing Gelatos/Gel Sticks with water
and rubbing alcohol to make an alcohol ink spray.

Next: Stamp art made with Gelatos/Gel Sticks.
Spray onto surface.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Dragonflies - Deadbeat
Designs, Text - Quick Art), Cardstock
(white, blue, black), Gel Sticks & Gelatos,
Water, Mister bottle, Inkpad (Tsukineko:
StazOn Jet Black), Pitt Artist pen (black),
Paper Adhesive (Xyron).

“As shown on previous pages, mix blue Gel
Sticks and silver Gelatos with water and
put in spray bottle. Spray onto white cardstock. Allow to dry”
“Once dry, stamp dragonflies and text on
sprayed piece in black permanent ink.
Run layer edges along black inkpad. Use
black Pitt Artist pen to draw wavy linese
under text.”

“Layer strip of black cardstock onto blue topfolded card and then layer dragonfly piece
on top using Xyron adhesive.”
Finished Size: 4 3/4" x 6"
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Coloring Dry Embossing
Gelatos/Gel Sticks can also play nice
with dry embossing, whether it is
purchased textured paper, textured
wallpaper, paper you hand embossed or
embossed by running it through a diecut machine inside an embossing folder.
Rub color dry over raised dry embossing, keeping the flat tip of the Gelatos/
Gel Stick flat and horizontal to the
paper surface. If you leave it at this
point, the opaque color will be just on
the raised areas of the textured paper.
This is a super easy technique. It is
especially dramatic when done with
white or metallic Gel Sticks/Gelatos
on dark papers, but play around with
different color combinations as I have
done here.
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Gel Sticks pick up the natural pattern on the ridges of corrugated Kraft paper.
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Alternatively, try coloring on dry
embossing with Gelatos/Gel Sticks as
before, but take it a step further. Rub
the color around with a sponge or a
baby wipe to move the pigment so
that it covers the whole surface, both
the raised areas and the areas below.

Learn More: This is a technique

Silver Gelatos on the ridges of corrugated navy blue paper.

Lindsay Weirich does in her YouTube
“Gelatos Backgrounds” video, using
metal colors over dry embossed black
cardstock, calling it “ faux metal”.
She says she learned it on the Paper
Wishes July 25, 2012 Weekly Webisode
Lindsay also shows how to make faux
washi tape by using beige masking
tape in her video.

Next: Stamp art made with Gelatos/

Use a sponge or other blending tool to blend pigment over whole surface.
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Barb Benson’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Penny Black, Rubber Cottage), Cardstock (black, white), Ink (black), Gelatos (three colors),
Shimmer spray, Corner shaper punch, Butterfly punch,
Ribbon, Embossing folder, Paper adhesive.

“Run a piece of white cardstock through embossing folder.
Trim to 5 1/4" x 2 3/4".” As shown on previous pages, “Rub
Gelatos colors randomly over embossed piece. Blend with
finger. Spray with shimmer spray.”

“When dry, shape corners and mount to black cardstock with
corners also shaped. Use a large stamp which coordinates
somewhat with embossed piece to stamp all over a 4 3/4" x
5 7/8" piece of white cardstock in black ink. Shape corners.
Attach embossed piece.”

“Run ribbon around bottom and mount to black card.
Stamp sentiment in black on white cardstock, trim and
mount to black cardstock; attach to card. Punch two
butterflies in black. Attach one to card flat, and the other
bent in the middle.”
Finished Size: 6 1/4" x 5 1/8"
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Cindy Connell’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Jellyfish, Two fish - Stampin’
Up!, Quote - Queens Dresser Drawers) , Cardstock (white), Wallpaper border, Gelatos, Water
in spray bottle, Metallic spray (homemade
spray), Ink (Tsukineko: StazOn black), Alcohol
ink markers (Sharpie), Vellum, Paper adhesive.

“Cut wallpaper border to size and adhere to card
front. Rub Gelatos across embossed surface and
rub in with finger. Spritz with water to help
get into grooves. Let dry.”

“Rub metallic Gelatos across areas you wish
highlighted. Rub in a little. Spray with metallic
spray and let dry.”
“Stamp jellyfish and quote in black StazOn ink
on white vellum. Stamp two fish on scrap cardstock. Color jellyfish from behind with Sharpies.
Color fish also with Sharpies. Accent with
metallic Gelatos. Adhere vellum and fish to
front of wallpaper card.”
Finished Size: 5" x 6 1/2"
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Cindy Connell’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Web, Trick or Treat, Fence - Stampendous, Monster
- Stampotique, Balloons - Disney/Unknown, Owl - Hero Arts, Dog Stampin’ Up), Tag (Ranger: black), Die-cut machine and embossing
folder (Tim Holtz: Brick, Scull Frame - Cuttlebug), Gelatos, Ink (Tsukineko: VersaMark), Embossing powder (silver, black, orange, Stampin’ Up:
Verdigris), Metallic markers, White-out pen (Bic), Paper adhesive.

“Emboss top two-thirds of black tag inside a brick embossing folder and
bottom with scull frame embossing folder.” As shown on previous pages,
“rub red, yellow and brown Gelatos across the top embossing and orange/
metallic orange across the bottom. Blend colors in with finger.”
“Stamp web in the top right corner with VersaMark and emboss with
silver and black powders. Stamp monster and balloons with VersaMark
and emboss with black powder. Color in monster and balloons with
Gelatos and metallic markers. Use white out pen for the white strings,
baloon highlights and monster eyes.”

“Stamp fence with VersaMark and emboss with Verdigris powder. Stamp
owl and dog on scrap paper, color in and cut out. Adhere owl on fence
and dog in front of fence. Stamp Trick or Treat with VersaMark and
emboss with orange powder.”
Finished Size: 8 1/4” x 4 1/4”
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Easy Monoprints
If you are looking for a more random background
effect, try creating a monoprint using Gelatos/Gel
Sticks. Start by scribbling complementary colors
onto a craft sheet. Lightly (or heavily, your choice)
mist the colored craft sheet with water.

Color Gel Stick
on craft sheet.
Spritz with
water. Press
cardstock
face-down on
wet pigment.

Press paper face down onto the wet color. Rub
the back of the paper. Pick up the paper. Repeat.
Move the paper around. Continue until you have
a look you like.

Tip: This is a great way to use up every bit of your
color when you’ve been mixing them with water
or other mediums on a craft mat for other techniques. No waste!

Learn More: This is a technique covered in Scrap Time’s

YouTube video “Three Ways to Use Your Faber-Castell Gelatos”.

Next: Stamp art made with Gelatos/Gel Sticks and a page from
one of our Sponsors.
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Cindy
Connell’s
Artwork

Supplies: Stamps (Butterfly - Artful Stamper Quote - Digital Princess Designs), Gelatos, Craft mat, Water in spray bottle,
Watercolor paper, Watercolor crayons, Waterbrush, Ink (black, purple), Pink printed paper, Cardstock (purple), Stickles glitter
glue, Paper adhesive.

As shown on previous pages, “Wipe Gelatos on craft mat. Spritz liberally with water. Swipe watercolor paper across the
ink several times until happy with the coverage. Let dry.” As shown in Coloring on a Stamp section, “Directly color stamp
with Gelatos. Spritz lightly with water. Stamp onto dried background, spritz again and stamp again. Let dry. Color images
in with watercolor crayons and an waterbrush. Mat with pink printed paper and place onto folded purple card. Finish off
with Stickle dots for butterfly bodies and wings. Stamp quote in purple ink.” Finished Size: 4" x 9 1/2"
Go to Contents

Stencil to Remove or Blend
Stencil to Remove Color

There may be times when you decide that you
want to remove Gelatos/Gel Stick color from
the project surface. Because it is water-based,
you can use something wet to remove color in
places if your surface was prepped with gesso
first. If you do this through a stencil, you can
create a pattern.

Color Gel Stick on
cardstock prepped
with gesso. Cover
with stencil and
remove pigment with
damp paper towel
through holes of stencil. Remove stencil.

Apply a very thick coat of dry Gelatos/Gel
Sticks over a gessoed surface. Put a stencil
over it and remove color by rubbing a baby
wipe or wet paper towel across the stencil
holes. Because the pigment is so thick, spray
the finished piece with a fixative.

Learn More: Faber-Castell’s Jill Foster’s

excellent “Designing with Gelatos Kit” YouTube
video shows this technique and a bunch more.
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Stencil to Blend Color

I tried my own riff on this technique.
Instead of removing color, I used a
stencil to combine dry coloring and
wet blending on a single piece.

Rough color on an un-gessoed surface
this time. (Because the surface is
not prepped with gesso this time, a
wet paper towel or baby wipe will
blend color instead of remove it. You
can color thickly as in the original
technique or more loosely as I’ve
done here.
Cover the colored piece with a stencil.
Then blend with a wet paper towel
through the openings in the stencil.

Color Gel Stick on paper.
Cover with stencil and
blend with damp paper
towel through holes of
stencil. Remove stencil.
(Artwork)
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Next: Stamp art made with Gelatos/

Gel Sticks.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Butterflies - Jim Stephan), Ink (Tsukineko:
StazOn Jet Black), Gel Sticks, Gesso, Paintbrush (foam), Stencil
(Printworks: Stripes), Watercolor paper (cold press), Cardstock
(white, black, orange), Gel pen (white), Wet paintbrush, Wet paper
towel, Paper adhesive (Xyron.)

“As shown in Coloring Stamped Images section, stamp butterflies
on watercolor paper in black permanent ink. Dry briefly with
heat tool. Scribble orange, yellow and red Gel Sticks over stamped
images. Use a wet paintbrush to blend ink. Allow to dry. Then use
white gel pen to color dots on top butterfly. Cut out butterflies.”

“As shown on previous pages, prep a piece of cardstock with gesso.
Use a heat tool to dry. Then scribble a thick layer of light and dark
green Gel Sticks over the whole surface. I left mine slightly rough,
but you could color it in completely.”

“Layer stencil over colored piece. Use a damp paper towel to remove
color through stencil holes. Remove stencil. Allow to dry.”
“Layer striped background onto black and then orange card. Layer
cut out butterflies over all.”
Finished Size: 7 1/4" x 5"
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Mix with Art Mediums
Gelatos/Gel Sticks can also be mixed with other
mediums. Faber-Castell sells a “Textural Accents
Sampler” that includes matte gesso, gel medium
and glaze if you’d like to try out some mediums
without immediately purchasing a lot. You can
find larger amounts of these products in the art
paint section of craft stores.

Gesso

As we explored earlier, gesso is handy for prepping a surface to better accept the Gelatos/Gel
Sticks. You can also mix it with Gelatos/Gel
Sticks to make a tinted more opaque paint. Or
color a surface with Gelatos/Gel Sticks, mist
lightly with water and then blend it with gesso
on a paintbrush for creamier color.

Color Gel Sticks and Gelatos on to paper.

Learn More: Jill Foster shows this technique in
her “Designing with Gelatos Kit” YouTube video.
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Blend with gesso on a flat bristle paintbrush. (Artwork)
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Gel Medium

Gel medium lets you extend color. Mixing Gelatos/Gel Stick
with gel medium creates a mixture that is thicker than mixing it
with water. If you use this with stencils, you can create a slightly
raised effect. You can also use gel medium as an adhesive to
attach card embellishments or layers.

To create a colored gel, you may need a little more color than you
would get from scribbling on a craft sheet. Faber-Castell recommends scraping small flakes off the flat tip of a Gelatos/Gel Stick
and mixing it with a puddle of gel medium on a craft sheet using
a little art palette knife or paintbrush.
Place a stencil over your surface. Secure it with removable tape so
it won’t move. Use an art spatula or an old credit card to pick up
the colored gel and scrape it over the stencil. Lift off the stencil.

Learn More: Faber-Castell’s Design Memory Craft blog shows

how to Create Colored Gel Paints with Gelatos. Andrea Gomoll’s
YouTube Design Team Tutorial shows the colored gel stenciling
technique as well as several others to create a scrapbook page.
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Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
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Layering Other Mediums
Because Gelatos/Gel Sticks are water-based, you might expect that
they would blend easily with other water-based mediums. That, for
example, you could color over them with a water-based marker and
have the colors blend. (This could be handy for creating shading.)
But in experimenting with layering them with other mediums, I
did not find this to be true.
You can color over Gelatos/Gel Sticks using colored pencils, waterbased dye ink markers or pigment ink markers and what you’ve
layered over it will show up. The overlapping colors may create a
new color (red over yellow creating orange for example), but the
two mediums don’t really combine and the edges remain defined.
And I found it difficult to blend other normally blendible mediums
using blenders or water when they were colored over a Gelatos/Gel
Sticks surface.
The Gelatos/Gel Sticks pigment can also build up on marker nibs
and pen tips. I found that when coloring over them with gel pens,
I needed to scribble the pen on scrap paper every so often to clean
stray pigment off the tip. My black Pitt Artist pen and archival
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pigment ink markers didn’t seem to have this
problem. With any pen, scribble on scrap paper
after using it on top of Gelatos/Gel Sticks to be
sure you aren’t leaving pigment on the tip. (You
can’t always see it.)
Most markers and pens will work better if the
Gelatos/Gel Stick base layer is completely dry. (It
dries fairly quickly, but use a heat tool to be sure.)
For the sharpest look, try using a permanent ink
for stamping and pigment ink pens for writing.
Alternatively, in some cases, it is simply easier to
use the marker or pen first and/or stamp images
first. For example, write text on a card in dark
ink or do your basic stamping first, before coloring the card with Gelatos/Gel Sticks. Because the
color is fairly transparent when blended, you can
usually still see the writing or stamping that you
did first.
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Just remember that if you want to use Gelatos/Gel
Stick over a stamped image or hand written text
or doodling and don’t want the original color or
lines to move, use an inkpad, marker or pen with
permanent waterproof ink. I found a quick heatset with a heat tool useful even when working
with permanent waterproof inks.
Not surprisingly, alcohol ink markers do not work
well over a Gelatos/Gel Sticks colored surface.
Because alcohol and water push each other away,
alcohol ink markers tend to move the pigment
rather than layer over it. The pigment can build
up on marker tips as well.
Experiment with the art mediums you’ve got to
see how they interact with Gelatos/Gel Sticks and
how they can best be layered. If you approach it
without specific expectations, this can be fun!

Next: Stamp art made with Gelatos/Gel Sticks.
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (JudiKins, Tweety Jill, Impression Obsession), Inks (Memento - Nautical Blue),
Gelatos (yellow, green, orange, purple), Cardstock (white), Baby wipes, Paper adhesive.

“Apply the Gelatos full strength on white cardstock
forming random geometric shapes. Stamp the
background image over the Gelatos. Overstamp
all the other images.”

“Edge this cardstock with Memento ink. Glue the
piece to a frame of white cardstock. Then apply
purple Gelatos to the edges of a white card and
blend with a baby wipe. When dry, glue the
background piece onto the card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/4" x 6 1/4"
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Play with Gelatos and Gel Sticks
Compared to the amount of time stampers have
been working with dye and pigment inks, colored
pencils and other mediums, Gelatos and Gel Sticks
are relatively new in stamping circles. Stampers are
still exploring all the ways they can be used.
Play around with Gelatos and Gel Sticks to see
how they work with the supplies that you have. Try
substituting them for watercolors or water-based
inks in other techniques you know and see what
happens. You are likely to come up with something wonderful!

Learn More: Faber-Castell’s “Design Memory

Craft” blog has a lot of posts showing projects
created using Gelatos.
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Learn More From VSN
Other VSN eArticles
Full eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sponge & Brush Techniques
Powdered Pigment Techniques
Brayer Techniques For Stampers
Choosing Color For Stamped Cards
Specialty Card Folds
Doodling, Hand Lettering & Stamps
Interiors: Container Stamps & Shaker Cards
Coloring In with Layered Mixed Mediums
Coloring In With Colored Pencils
Coloring In With Alcohol Ink Markers
Coloring in With Watercolor Markers
Making Stamped Magnets
Stamping with Paint
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•
•
•
•

Metal & Faux Metal Stamping Techniques
Re-Inker Stamping Techniques
Dip, Dye, Glitz: Hand-Dyed Paper
Egg-xtra Special Stamping: Egg Stamping

Mini eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
• Even More Alcohol Ink Mini eArticle
Basics Mini eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
• 4 Ways to Ink a Stamp
• Parts of a Rubber Stamp
• Heat Embossing
• Direct-To-Paper (DTP)
• Choosing Quality Supplies
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VSN Print & Pdf Issues

You will find a wealth of information in the pages
of previous print issues of VSN. There are 226
issues though, so how do you find what you want
inside the pages of VSN? There are two ways:
1) One option is to go to the Issue Index page on
VSN’s website. This page lists each print issue
with a description of the main topics inside.
Simply use your browsers FIND function to
search for a word or phrase on this page. (To get
to the FIND fuction, you typically press Ctrl-F
or Cmd-F on your keyboard to open the page’s
search box, type the word or phrase and then
press the enter key.)

2) Alternately, you can use VSN’s “Master Table of
Contents”. Available on the Online Shopping Cart,
this printable pdf file has a Table of Contents page
for every print issue. The Master TOC is much
more detailed than the Issue Index page. It is also
searchable and in fact will point you to the exact
page you need. The Master TOC lets you get the
most value out of your VSN magazine collection.
Whether you already have VSN’s print issues as
a reference in your stamping library, or you are
looking for new-to-you print issues to purchase,
you’ll be able to find what you want using one of
these two methods.
Did you know? Most of VSN’s 226 print issues are
still available. Do you have the whole set yet?
(A’la Carte Online Shopping Cart option)
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To Get More eArticles
VSN’s free eArticles have been downloaded
thousands of times. While they are offered
to you free to read, with no financial strings
attached, I could use a little help.
To keep offering free eArticles, I need at least
a few more sponsors and/or more paying orders
and/or donations. If you get value out of what
you read in VSN’s free eArticles and blog posts,
please consider purchasing something or making
a donation. Or if you have a stamp company,
please consider becoming an eArticle Sponsor.
Be a part of eArticle creation. Submit your stamp
art for future VSN’s eArticles. Challenge topics
can be found on the Get Published page of
VSN’s website.
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If you enjoy VSN’s eArticles, here are some things
you can do to help:
1) Purchase something occasionally on the
Online Shopping Cart: eArticles, Quick Tips, the
Master Table of Contents or Print Issues.
2) Donate $2 or $5 via the “Contribute to VSN”
option. It as a separate category on the shopping cart. If your budget is looking really good
one month and you want to donate more, simply
change the quantity in the shopping cart to
donate whatever you like.
Contribute $2 to VSN
Contribute $5 to VSN
3) Support eArticle Sponsors with orders. Thank
them for sponsoring eArticles. (Sponsors are what
makes eArticle free to you.)
4) Ask stamp companies that you know and like
to sponsor future eArticles.
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Please Spread the Word

Sponsor an eArticle

If you really like an eArticle, please don’t keep it to
yourself. Tell your friends on Facebook, your blog,
Twitter, Pinterest, etc. Tell your email list friends
and other stampers you know.

VSN needs eArticle Sponsors! Sponsors pay a
very low fee that helps offset VSN’s website and
eArticle costs, making eArticles free to readers.
In return, your Sponsor Page, with clickable links,
becomes a permanent part of the eArticle you
sponsor and each eArticle becomes part of VSN’s
online eArticle Library where readers can enjoy
it when it is first published and new readers can
discover it for many months to come. For more
information, please contact VSN today!

I need your feedback, opinions and comments to
encourage me to write more eArticles. Future
topic suggestions are also welcome! Email me:
vampstamp@prodigy.net
But, please do not email this article to anyone. (I
need to be able to count the downloads so I can
show the Sponsors that you like them. And they
really are too large to comfortably email anyway.)
Instead, please point friends to VSN’s eArticle page
where they can download their own copy.
Many thanks, Nancie, VSN

Find VSN Online
VSN’s Main Website

VSN Editor's Dye, Pigment & Paper Blog
VSN’s Online Shopping Cart
VSN on Facebook
VSN’s Email Announcement List (Yahoo)
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Odds & Ends

Art Drawing & Submission

VSN’s Readers’ Gallery Access

Would you like to submit artwork for a future
eArticle? See Get Published for details!

Username: gelstick0820

VSN’s website’s public gallery is open to everyone to
enjoy. The “Readers’ Gallery” is for VSN readers. The
(case sensitive) username and password for this gallery
Barb Benson and Marilyn Sweeney
changes each month. Check each month’s eArticle to
each win their choice of eight VSN issues or a $20 continue to have access to the Readers’ Gallery. The
VSN eGift Certificate. (Email me!)
username/password for Aug 20 through Sept 19, 2013:
When you submit artwork for an eArticle, your
name is put into a drawing.

Printing this eArticle
The pdf version of this eArticle can be printed.
When printing, choose the landscape print option
so that it prints at its full 8 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" high
size. Scale the print size to fit the page to print it
even larger (nice if your eyes are getting older and
need larger text!)
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Password: pigment0820

eArticle Copyright Statement
This eArticle is copyrighted to Nancie Waterman of
Vamp Stamp News. It may not be copied, emailed,
posted on a website or sold in any form without
permission. If you have a stamping friend who would
like a copy, please instead direct them to the eArticle
page of VSN’s website where they can download their
own copy. Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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